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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

To identify the Past Tense in a
sentence.
To identify root words.
To change the present tense into
the past tense.

Past Tense

 



The Past Tense describes when an event has
already happened. 
A common way to form the past tense is to
add -ED on to the end of a root word. 

 WHAT IS THE PAST TENSE?



Listened

THE PAST TENSE 

Typed

Worked

Phoned



Roots

PAST TENSE - ROOT WORDS



Listened

Phoned

Typed

Interviewed

Worked

Applied

PAST TENSE - ROOT WORDS



Listen + ed = Listened

Work + ed = Worked

Interview + ed = Interviewed

PAST TENSE - ROOT WORDS



Sometimes when adding -ED the letters in the
root word change. 
If a verb has only one syllable and ends
(consonant - vowel - consonant) you normally
double the consonant and then add -ED. 

Stop + ed = Stopped

PAST TENSE 

Chat + ed = Chatted



Sometimes when adding -ED the letters in the
root word change. 
If a verb ends (Consonant - Y) change the -Y to
an -i and then add -ED. 

Carry + ed = Carried

PAST TENSE 

Apply + ed = Applied



Past Tense
You cannot always add -ED onto a root word.

Spoke
Said
Told

Wrote

Read
Built



Past Tense

I worked in a supermarket. 



I was good at multi-tasking when I
trained as a hairdresser.

When we styled a
customer's hair we were
taught to be very careful.



Past tense Present tense

Sold Sell / Selling

Taught Teach / Teaching

Worked Work / Working



The Past Tense & Key Skills

Past tense Present tense

Worked quickly Working quickly

Helped others Helping others

Organised Organising



What is the past tense?

How to identify the root word.

How to change the past tense into
the present tense.

Lesson review



What next?

Tick off 'Past tense' on your lesson
checklist. 
Complete the Past tense worksheets.
Join us next lesson to find out more about
the Present Tense.


